
What’s new in Capture One? - 10th March, 2023

Question Answer

can you download a preview image from capture one live? Hi Luca! No, it is not possible. Only rating, color tagging, and adding comments are allowed in 
Capture One Live.

Cull view with grouping would be awesome for adding keywords, but it doesn't seem possible?
Hi Peter, yeah, keywords are not yet there, but we'd appreciate if you could share that featire 
request here: https://support.captureone.com/hc/en-us/community/topics/6431248131613-
Improve-Capture-One

When will the live view on the I Pad applied
Hi, we aren't able to provide you with such info rigght now, but we'd appreciate if you could share 
this Feature Request on the page David has just shown: https://support.captureone.com/hc/en-us/
community/topics/6431248131613-Improve-Capture-One

Can C1 Live  comments be passed back to C1?? Comments are only viewable in a Capture One Live Session.
Hi from Colorado to Helen, thanks for the new features! Hello hello! Thanks for warm words and for joining us today:)
I tried to sign up for the other webinars that were mentioned in the email invitation but the links didnt 
seem to work?

Hi Antonia, try to reserve the sport from here: https://support.captureone.com/hc/en-us/sections/
8039133642141-Livestreams

Will Capture One get a quick "Select Subject" feature?

Hi Oscar, we don not have such info right now, but we've implemented a new way to share geature 
requests to make the process simpler and more intuitive. You're very welcomed to share your ideas 
on this page: https://support.captureone.com/hc/en-us/community/topics/6431248131613-
Improve-Capture-One Please make sure you've read the guide first. 
Thank you!

How do we import and adjust the HEIF files
Hi Joe, same way you work with RAW files.  Note: he support is provided for Apple HEIC and other 
photos converted to 8-bit HEIF to the extent that those are supported by the underlying operating 
system. 
thank You

How do you make the iPhone squirt out a DNG file? Hi Jonathan, there should be an internal setting to adjust on your iPhone. 
OK.  I see it now.  Camera > Formats > Apple ProRAW.

Do this work with dji drohne as well ? Hi Thomas, if it supports the new DNG standard and the drone itself is supported, that should be 
possible.

Is the latest version of Capture One "compatible" with mas OS Ventura Yes, it is. For mor details see: https://support.captureone.com/hc/en-us/articles/360002466277-
Capture-One-system-requirements-and-OS-support

how do you show the base characteristics panel? Hi David, if you miss it, right-click next to any tool tab -> Add Tool -> Vase Characteristics. If you 
want to make it at floating one, just drag it and that's it.

can you create a keyboard shortcut to move  backgrond adj? Yes, you can. It's in the Layer section -> Move Background Adjustments to New Layer.
I am a photojournalist and want to blur parts of pictures (for example number plates). &nbsp;I have 
used multiple layers with dehaze &nbsp;but its not very good is there a better way?

Hi Gilbert, blur tool can be a good add-in, agree. We'd appreciate if you could share your suggestion 
here: https://support.captureone.com/hc/en-us/community/topics/6431248131613-Improve-
Capture-One

Is smart adjustments just white balance and exposure?  Any other ones? Hi Janelle, yeah, currently only those two can be adjusted. 
Ok. Thanks!

Can you change the import auto adjust, mine gives negative shadows when it should be positive? 
&nbsp;How do I see Helens reply

Hi Gilbert, I'm here for you. Would be nice to investigate this. Could you submit a request at 
support.captureon.com please? Attach a screen recording of the issue and our support team will 
help you to figure out what's wrong.

Will the magic brush ever let you select a subject instead of the color range?
Hi Lisa, Magic Brush is implemented in order to mask areas faster based on colors and tones fastet. 
What you're asking for, should be a separate tool. You're very welcome to request it here: https://
support.captureone.com/hc/en-us/community/topics/6431248131613-Improve-Capture-One 
Thank you!

Are smart adjustments placed onto a separate layer? they're applied to the background.
can you download a preview image from capture one live? Hi Luca! No, it is not possible. Only rating, color tagging, and adding comments are allowed in 

Capture One Live.
In Base Characteristicsa why does the engine show Capture One 20/21 and not 23 Hi Philip! It is because the engine is the same.
Will not Auto Adjust create the same result ?
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Cull view with grouping would be awesome for adding keywords, but it doesn't seem possible?
Hi Peter, yeah, keywords are not yet there, but we'd appreciate if you could share that featire 
request here: https://support.captureone.com/hc/en-us/community/topics/6431248131613-
Improve-Capture-One

When will the live view on the I Pad applied
Hi, we aren't able to provide you with such info rigght now, but we'd appreciate if you could share 
this Feature Request on the page David has just shown: https://support.captureone.com/hc/en-us/
community/topics/6431248131613-Improve-Capture-One

Can C1 Live  comments be passed back to C1?? Comments are only viewable in a Capture One Live Session.
Hi from Colorado to Helen, thanks for the new features! Hello hello! Thanks for warm words and for joining us today:)
I tried to sign up for the other webinars that were mentioned in the email invitation but the links didnt 
seem to work?

Hi Antonia, try to reserve the sport from here: https://support.captureone.com/hc/en-us/sections/
8039133642141-Livestreams

Will Capture One get a quick "Select Subject" feature?

Hi Oscar, we don not have such info right now, but we've implemented a new way to share geature 
requests to make the process simpler and more intuitive. You're very welcomed to share your ideas 
on this page: https://support.captureone.com/hc/en-us/community/topics/6431248131613-
Improve-Capture-One Please make sure you've read the guide first. 
Thank you!

How do you make the iPhone squirt out a DNG file? Hi Jonathan, there should be an internal setting to adjust on your iPhone. 
OK.  I see it now.  Camera > Formats > Apple ProRAW.
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